
Tips For Writing Essays
Hello's out its so competing studying and today I'm going to give you my tips and tricks for writing essays so when you first start writing your
essays you have to know your topic your question or your prompt that way you can do the correct research and know exactly what you have to
write about it sucks to lose points just because you didn't need the prompt so make sure to read it well and to do your research after I understand
what the prompt is and finish researching I make myself a rough outline of my up day so that I can plan it out it doesn't have to be super detailed
just know what of it and some points you plan to bring up and basic things like your thesis I usually like to type it out but you can write it down if
you want every essay has to start off with some sort of introduction and in my introduction paragraph I like to go with this sort of format first I start
off with a hook. I can hook the audience in afterwards I lead them to my thesis think of your introduction as sort of like a beginner sample like a
little taste of what's to come and your thesis is sort of like a treasure map I guess it's leading you where you want to be. It's telling you what steps
you're going to take what your body paragraph is going to be about so writing a diversity statement for law school you can get here and go your
main point after you about your introduction paragraph your body paragraph is next this is the format that I like to write my own body paragraph in
first I start off with an opening sentence what is my body paragraph going to be about and after that I read up with some context some background
info that can lead into my quote or my evidence remember to lead into your quote such as she writes comma quotation marks well we'll go go blah
and quotation mark that way you don't just have a quote just sitting there doing nothing after your coat or your evidence that's when you can
analyze your quote and see why is it important why is it helpful why does this prove your point and to close it off you can write your closing content
so you can cut it off and that's your body paragraph usually most athletes that I write have three body paragraphs in them so overall my entire
essay turns out to be about five paragraphs but you can have as many paragraphs as you want or as little progress as you want as long as you
prove your point finally we're at the conclusion are you sure I'd like to have my conclusion in a paragraph instead of just flopping some sentence on
the end of my last body paragraph so here's the paragraph where you wrap it all up you can restate your thesis why is this important what's your
inclusion for persuasive essays you can include a call to action basically your conclusion paragraph is your last words about your topic what do you
want your last words to be and here's a clip from some way that I saw if you don't see yourself dropping the mic after you finish saying your
conclusion paragraph then it's not conclusion to you know that that size doesn't apply all the time but it's still a pretty helpful tip but wait there's
more you're not done writing yet you have to revise and edit your rough draft don't worry rough drafts aren't meant to be perfect that's why you
have to go back and look over your spelling check your grammar and make sure that your essay is coherent I like to read my essays out loud
because then I can see if anything doesn't slow quite right or something just doesn't sound right grammatically and you can also get a friend or your
parents or your teachers to look over this too and give you tips and like editing tricks or something like that to help you with your essay if you don't
have anyone else to look over your essay and you think that you might still need some more extra editing then you can go to academic Health Net
it's a free educational resource and service that helps you with your own editing so there's someone who can read over and revise your essay for
you and give you feedback on how you did. It's paid per page and you can pick which price you want depending on how soon you want it to be
revised the website also offers a free academic ultimate writing guide as well as several other writing samples and tools that will help you with your
essay writing I'll leave a link in the description down below if you want to check it out I hope this helps and thanks for watching please like and
describe and hit that Bell for notification is that when people leave and say I don't I don't even know i heard someone owes when you can see it
and i thought it was a thing you have to stay at the end of articles but i don't know what that means someone please tell me in the comments also
please comment and talk with me i love talking to you guys well i think yeah i was watching awkward i didn't so sorry please forgive me.
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